Assembly Bill 617 (AB 617) Meeting Summary
Southeast Los Angeles Community Steering Committee Meeting #1

Meeting Date: February 6, 2020
Meeting Time: 6:00 pm to 8:30 pm
Location: Veterans Hall in Bell Gardens

Staff organized and hosted the first AB 617 Community Steering Committee (CSC) meeting for Southeast Los Angeles in Bell Gardens. This first meeting included CSC introductions and a CSC orientation. The committee charter was introduced followed by a CSC question and answer session.

Staff then provided an overview on community air monitoring and air quality priorities in SELA before meeting attendees were broken into up small groups to complete a community air quality priority activity. Each group then designated one member from their table to explain to the rest of attendees which air quality issues they deemed as a priority and why.

Public Comment was then received from meeting attendees.

This meeting was recorded and can be watched in its entirety at the link provided below:

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=1588743687975113&ref=watch_permalink